
Bןן - Breathing intégration (kinetics] to magnetic penetration of carbon unique fields.  
 
Nitrogen/Energy [K.8] 
Of energy squares.  
In sexual behavior I culture adjoins to unite gravitational penetration by unconscious factoring of 
N3 solidity.  
 
Thé hydrogenetic (s,a) supporting minerals (blood sugars) meet at thé affect instinct fortifies by 
heat. Ground for penetration is the alternative to fortified energy of shared resources into one 
hormonal chemical that balances and releases according to the àffect [hydrogen)——> oxygen 
has from the ground up. Is exact backwards to fortification (instinct).  
 
Sexual penetration in thé bloodstream ages blood cells to share its culture, temporarily lifting the 
culture through the bloodstream only to become stagnant at unique dormancy that strays as 
hydrogenated fuels by fortified Affects alone.  
 
Instinctual behavior to outer resource make clear the determining thesis: Oxygen is a 
spectacle; [it’s le°] contents connects to juiçe [subconscious absorbance] as eyes are 
used to visible light.  
 
Life cultures of thé membrane and Oxygen ——> their relationship to carbon elasticity. 
CO2  
2O + 1C carbon.  
Oxygen in. ןoo. (+2) reflects the process thé eyes take in to use as energy.  
Carbon out :ןoo (+3) reactants released in unstimulated Systems (nature).  
 
Carbon is released in thé membrane through integral squares that ignite to behave in reactant 
spectacles that energy uses in revert belonging to the eye from its opposition standpoint. 
Oxygen is glass of its infrared Distinction. CO1.  
 
Thé area of thé membrane that reaches and regards upon height is its oxidated fibers that 3/3^2 
involves by rotational light ———> darkness (sleep cycles) ——> light.  
 
Oxygen is extremely negative in thé bloodstream.  
Carbon mixtures. Because three thirds squared is equivalent to ⅔ its equivocal spatial 
relationship to longitude, the radiations that show in left brain integration to bodily movement is x 
height its integral integrity to lucidity of carbon magnetic fields. Elasticity.  
 
How carbon is released is The answer to how the energy of carbon is used by speeds——> in 
same pollination processes as the bee is to its daily routine. Upon Existence. Carbon elasticity 
to energy force fields (gray scale). Mixtures. [Value 5] of négative energy [y6] ignites to 
plasticity of spectacles under carbon électricités that holds carbon by iodine as it releases out. It 



is the same intricate to thé membrane (glass [holdז ]ן ——> thé triangular affect at 
reactant/résolvant serotonin. Electrical crosscurrents——-> the lip.  
 

Thé sleeve.  
Area usage  
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